Manuscript Template Instruction
The Journal of DoD Research & Engineering
Authors, please use the template beginning on page three when contributing a full-length research article
to the Journal of DoD Research and Engineering (JDR&E). Your submission must have cleared
your organization’s release authority and OPSEC Office before submission to JDR&E. This
template is optimized for Microsoft Word format. The fastest and easiest way to use the template is to
copy the content from your prepared manuscript and paste it into the appropriate location (boxes,
columns, etc.) using the paste & keep text only option. After pasting, save the document using the title
as the file name (e.g. “(U) Additive Manufacturing of Explosive Foil Initiators Featuring Novel Bridge
Materials”), and submit the article at https://go.usa.gov/xnts6. If you have any questions, contact us at 1800-CAL-DTIC (1-800-225-3842, option 1) or email at dtic.belvoir.pm.list.dodrejournal@mail.mil.
Manuscript Guidelines:
The JDR&E is accepting submission of three types of articles:
•

Full-length research articles
Full-length research articles should present novel work focused on one of the 19 Communities of
Interest. Manuscripts should present an introduction sufficient to educate readers from other
scientific disciplines to understand the value of the work and methods that would allow for study
replication. Full-length research articles are limited to 15 pages (including figures, tables, and
references) and 9,000 words, whichever is shorter. If articles are longer, you should seek prior
approval from the JDR&E editorial board before submission. Full-length research articles will be
technically evaluated and peer-reviewed prior to acceptance for publication.

•

Short communications
Short communications are concise articles focused on presenting highly innovative work that is
limited in scope (precluding a full-length research article), introduces a new methodology, or
highlights negative results. These articles should place a significant emphasis on how this work
will move its specific field forward and spur discussion on the topic. Short communications are
limited to 3,500 words, three tables/figures, and 20 references and can, but do not
have to, follow the typical Introduction, Methods, Results & Discussion, and Conclusion format
(as shown in the template). Short communications still must contain an Abstract, Innovation
Statement, and Warfighter Impact Statement, each of which is limited to 100 words. Shortcommunications will not be peer-reviewed but will undergo a technical evaluation for scientific
merit by subject matter experts on the editorial board.

•

Viewpoints
Viewpoint articles should present an innovative opinion or further insight into a topic that is
pertinent and timely. They should be fewer than 1,000 words, contain one or no figures,
and have fewer than 10 references. Viewpoints articles still must contain an Abstract,
Innovation Statement, and Warfighter Impact Statement, each of which is limited to 100 words.
Viewpoint articles are not peer-reviewed but will undergo editorial board approval.

•

Review Articles
The JDR&E kindly asks that authors wishing to publish a review submit a proposal to the
editorial board prior to submission of their manuscript. Proposals should include a working title,
brief abstract, statement on how their subject impacts the Warfighter, and justification for the
need and timeliness of a review. Reviews should focus on important advances made in the
previous five years concerning subject areas with direct or near-direct impacts on the Warfighter’s
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mission. Review articles are limited to 9,000 words and should highlight future directions for
research, collaboration, or application of technology to Warfighter needs. Reviews should follow
the same abstract guidelines as a research article and contain an introduction; however, the
author can use discretion in organizing the body.
Category

Distribution
statements

Portion
marking

Abstract

Figures

References

Guideline
All classified and unclassified DoD-funded research, development, test and evaluation
technical documents must have the appropriate distribution statements and the
responsible component at the bottom of each page. All classified and unclassified DoD
technical documents shall be assigned a Distribution Statement A, B, C, D, E, or F
comprised of four components: who can access, reason for control, date of
determination, and controlling office/releasing authority, as described in Appendix 1.
Classified documents must have page and portion markings and a classification
authority block, in accordance with Volume 2 of DoD Manual 5200.01. Additional
guidance for distribution statements is in DoD Instruction 5230.24.
The author must correctly label the article’s distribution statement before submission. If
the author becomes aware (at any time during the review period) that the distribution
statement is incorrect, the author must notify the JDR&E production team.
See Appendix 2 for examples and information on how to portion mark the article.
Limit the abstract to 200 or fewer words. Below the abstract, include the following:
• Research Innovation and Objective(s): In 100 words or fewer, articulate why
the research is innovative (compared to the current state-of-the-art). What are you
trying to accomplish? What are your objectives?
• Impacts on Warfighter Mission: In 100 or fewer words, articulate how this
research will impact the effectiveness, performance, and mission of the warfighter.
Ensure that image resolution is at least 300 dpi. Article images should be in JPEG or
PNG format. Clearly indicate each figure, table, and/or equation (including associated
numbers) in the body text.
You may include up to 50 references in a full-length research article, up to 20 references
in a short communication article, and fewer than 10 references in a viewpoint article.
See detailed instructions on references in Appendix 3 (which details general as well as
specific formatting practices, elements of an article, and sections on terminology,
punctuation, and usage). All references should include an author (personal, corporate,
etc.), title (report, article, book, subject, etc.), and publication data (e.g., journal title;
any tracking, volume, page, or publication numbers; editor; location; date)
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John Doe1
Gina Smith2
[1] Marine Corps Warfare Center
[2] Air and Ground Intelligence Command Center
231 Loophill Rd,
Quantico, VA 22134

1. Name of DoD Component
2. Identification of the office creating the
document
3. Identification of the categories contained in
the document
4. Applicable distribution statement
5. Title and group phone number or email of
POC (from footer)

john.doe@usmc.mil
gina.smith@af.mil

(U) ARTICLE TITLE GOES HERE
(U) Abstract: Provide 200 words or less for abstract. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Nam nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet.
Curabitur adipiscing luctus massa. Integer ut purus ac augue commodo commodo. Nunc nec mi eu justo
tempor consectetuer. Etiam vitae nisl. In dignissim lacus ut ante. Cras elit lectus, bibendum a, adipiscing
vitae, commodo et, dui. Ut tincidunt tortor. Donec nonummy, enim in lacinia pulvinar, velit tellus
scelerisque augue, ac posuere libero urna eget neque. Cras ipsum. Vestibulum pretium, lectus nec
venenatis volutpat, purus lectus ultrices risus, a condimentum risus mi et quam.
(U) Research Innovation and Objective(s): In 100 words or less, articulate why the research is
innovative (compared to the current SOA) and what are you trying to accomplish. What are your
objectives?
(U) Impacts on Warfighter Mission: In 100 words or less, explain how the research will impact the
effectiveness, performance, and mission of the warfighter.
(U) Keywords: Quantum secret sharing (QSS), hyper-entangled states, etc.
(U) Nomenclature (optional):
ρT = qubit to be teleported
ν=…

1. (U) Introduction
(U) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed
erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet…
(U) Previous research focused on factoring integers and discrete logarithms. [1]
2. (CUI) Method
2.1 (CUI) Subtitle
The Feynman diagram in Figure 1 explains the problem related to the failures of quantization of general
relativity. [2]

(U) Figure 1: Quantum field theory
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(U) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed
erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet.
2.1.1 (CUI) Sub-subtitle goes here
(U) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed
erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam
nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet.
(U) Researchers observed relativistic effects in Actinide series, as outlined in Table 1.
Input Output Average
520
487
490
800
764
773

(CUI) Table 1: Relativistic effects observed in Berkelium

(U) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed
erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet.
3. (U) Results & Discussion
(U) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed
erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet.
3.1 (U) Subtitle
(U) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed
erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet. Curabitur adipiscing luctus massa. Integer ut purus ac augue
commodo commodo. Nunc nec mi eu justo tempor consectetuer. Etiam vitae nisl. In dignissim lacus ut
ante. Cras elit lectus, bibendum a, adipiscing vitae, commodo et, dui. Ut tincidunt tortor. Donec
nonummy, enim in lacinia pulvinar, velit tellus scelerisque augue, ac posuere libero urna eget neque. Cras
ipsum. Vestibulum pretium, lectus nec venenatis volutpat, purus lectus ultrices risus, a condimentum
risus mi et quam..
3.2 (U) Subtitle Goes Here
(U) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed
erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet.
(U) For each test, the authors found similar results in each temperature difference:
•

(U) 0° C

•

(U) 100° C

•

(U) 250° C

4. (U) Conclusion
(U) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed
erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet.
5. (U) Future Work/Acknowledgements (optional)
(U) Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam nibh. Nunc varius facilisis eros. Sed
erat. In in velit quis arcu ornare laoreet.
(U) References
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1.

Shor, Peter W. 1996. “Polynomial-Time Algorithms for Prime Factorization and Discrete
Logarithms on a Quantum Computer.” SIAM Journal on Computing, 26(5).

2. Feynman, Richard. QED: The Strange Theory of Light and Matter. Guildford: Princeton
University Press, 1985.
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Appendix 1: Distribution Statements

Distribution Statements & Their Corresponding Reasons for Use

DoD Instruction 5230.24, Distribution Statements
(http://www.esd.whs.mil/Portals/54/Documents/DD/issuances/dodi/523024p.pdf)
DTIC's Web Page at: http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/submit/distribution_limitations_and_statements.html
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Building Compliant Distribution Statements
Enclosure 4 of DoD Instruction 5230.24 (Distribution Statements for use on Technical Documents)
provides guidance for constructing and using DoD approved distribution statements and their
accompanying reasons.

Consult your contract/grant technical monitor for all information regarding which distribution statement
applies. For all other information, email dtic.belvoir.ecm.mbx.acquisitions@mail.mil or call 1-800-2253842 (menu selection 6).
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Appendix 2: Portion Marking for Classified Documents

The author must mark each section, paragraph, bullet point, table, figure, and equation in each
unclassified article. For any classified article, the author must mark all required elements as in an
unclassified article as well as each reference in the References section. For classified articles, if a portion
(e.g., single paragraph or bullet point) is classified as Secret while the rest is unclassified, the entire
section must be marked as Secret.
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Appendix 3: Style Guide

Style Guide for the Journal of DoD Research and Engineering
(JDR&E)
Unless otherwise specified, JDR&E uses the following style guides as its main sources:
•

Chicago Manual of Style (2017)

•

GPO Style Manual (2016)

•

Department of Defense Writing Style Guide

In some cases, other relevant style guides may also/alternatively be used for particular
government/military or field-specific usages.
GENERAL FORMATTING PRACTICES
Style Item
Explanation
Page specs.
• Page margins: align left
• Page number: bottom right
Paragraph specs.
• Paragraphs: one inch margins all around
• Alignment: align left
Color specs.
RGB colors
Figure specs.
JPEG or PNG
Figure caption specs. 8-pt Georgia initial cap; left alignment; punctuate with colon after figure
number and period at end if the caption is a complete sentence
Table heading specs.
8-pt Georgia with title case; align left; punctuate with colon after table number
and period at end if the caption is a complete sentence
Figure/table
Whenever possible, place a figure/table immediately below or next to its first
placement
mention in text. Figures, tables, and equations should not appear before their
mentions in the text.
Equations (displayed) Left align, number displayed equations and any corresponding variables in text
Referencing
Review Section 8 of this Appendix for specific information about how to cite
reference material.
1. Basic Elements of an Article
Use the template shown on pp. 3 – 5 of this guide to draft the article. All articles must contain the
elements listed below in the following order:
•

Author names and affiliations

•

Article title

•

Abstract

•

Nomenclature

•

Body of paper (Introduction, Methods, Results & Discussion, and Conclusion)

•

References

•

Future Work/Acknowledgments (optional)

2. Paper Title
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The title of the paper should be concise and definitive. The title should be all uppercase, with the
exception of units of measure or other specialty terms that are recognized and used in lowercase form.
3. Authors Names and Affiliations
Recognize as co-authors or cite in the acknowledgements those who have participated significantly in the
technical aspects of the article. Author names should consist of first name and last name. The author
affiliation should consist of the following, as applicable, in the order noted:
•

Company or university (institution, college, etc.)

•

Department name or company division

•

Mailing address, including city, state (two-letter abbreviation), zip code

•

Country name (if outside the United States)

•

Phone and e-mail

4. Abstract
The paper should begin with a short abstract to clearly indicate the objective, scope, and results of the
paper so readers may determine whether the full text is of interest to them. It also should provide key
words and phrases (included on a separate line at the end of the abstract text) for indexing and retrieval
purposes. The abstract should be no more than 200 words and should not attempt to condense the subject
matter into a few words for quick reading.
5. Nomenclature
Nomenclature should follow customary usage. The nomenclature list should be in alphabetical order
(capital letters first, followed by lowercase letters), followed by any Greek symbols, with subscripts and
superscripts last, identified with headings (see sample below).
6. Body of the Article
All articles should be concise regardless of length. Avoid long quotations by referring to sources.
Illustrations and tables, where they help clarify the meaning or are necessary to demonstrate results
properly, are desirable, but keep them to a practicable minimum. Omit detailed drawings, lengthy test
data and calculations, and photographs that may be interesting but are not integral to the understanding
of the subject. Keep equations to a reasonable number and well explained to enhance readability. JDR&E
may return papers that fail to conform to these requirements for revisions.
Section
Introduction
Method
Results and
Discussion
Conclusion
a.

Description
Provide a brief description of the context of research, the research problem or
hypothesis, the solution(s), and how the solution would impact the S&T
communities and warfighter mission.
Describe the research experimental procedure and/or theoretical framework.
Report and interpret the results of experimental/theoretical research, compare the
results and their interpretation to previous published works, and provide insight
gained from the research.
Briefly summarize the research and results, shed light on any new discovies, and
provide insight regarding past, present, and future research.

Audience – The readership fo the JDR&E is very broad, representing all aspects of the DoD
community and beyond. The technical nature of works should not be reduced for a generally nonexpert audience; however, the abstract and introduction sections should be written such that non11

experts can understand the problem facing the scientific field and the basic science underpinning
the research. Additionally, authors should avoid jargon when possible and, if necessary, defined
and explained.
b. Originality – JDR&E will accept only original contributions for publication. In most cases, this
means that the work should incorporate substantial information not previously published. Under
certain circumstances, reviews, collations, or analyses of information previously published may be
acceptable.
c.

Accuracy – It is of the greatest importance that all technical, scientific, and mathematical
information contained in the article be checked with the utmost care. A slight error may result in
a serious error on the part of anyone who may use that information later.

d. Use of metric units of measurement – JDR&E encourages authors to include metric units of
measurement in all articles. When giving preference to U.S. customary units, provide the metric
equivalent in parentheses or in a supplementary table. When giving preference to metric units,
provide the U.S. customary units in parentheses or in a supplementary table.
e.

Tabulations and Enumerations – Where several considerations, conditions, requirements, or
other qualifying items are involved in a presentation, it is often advantageous to put them in
tabular or enumerative form, one after the other, rather than to run them into the text. This
arrangement, in addition to emphasizing the items, creates a graphic impression that aids the
reader in accessing the information and in forming an overall picture. Although inclusion of such
elements makes the text livelier, take care not to use this scheme too frequently, as it can make
the reading choppy.

7. Future Work/Acknowledgments
In this section, describe any future work planned as it relates to the current paper. Acknowledgements are
for individuals (or institutions) who have made an important contribution not mentioned elsewhere in the
paper. This also applies to work completed for a government agency, which requires the inclusion of
specific contract numbers or other terms.
8. References
Include all references on a numbered endnote list at the end of the paper per the instructions in the table
below. Use numbers in brackets for in-text citations. Include any references not cited in the paper in an
alphabetical bibliography section after the reference list. Use sequential numbers (1., 2., etc.) to capture all
cited references; place any noncited references in an alphabetical Bibliography section after the
References list. (Bibliography uses same format as References.)
General Referencing Formats
“As reported elsewhere (1), the data
Use brackets for in-text citations. Place citation before
showed…”
interior punctuation but after ending punctuation.
Technical report reference
Technical report reference With
corporate (instead of personal) author
Technical report reference with editor,
compiler, etc. (instead of author)
Book reference

1. Tyler, G. A., and D. L. Fried. Advanced Wavefront
Analysis. AFWL-TR-82, Air Force Weapons Laboratory.
Kirtland Air Force Base, NM, December 1982.
1. Joint Technical Coordinating Group for Munitions
Effectiveness. Covart II - A Simulation Program for
Computation of Vulnerable Areas and Repair Times: User
Manual. 61JCTG/ME-84-3, September 1985.
1. Ofer, W., ed. ETC Gun Technology. ARL-TR-7547, U.S.
Army Research Laboratory. Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD,
September 1994.
1. Feynman, Richard. QED: The Strange Theory of Light and
Matter. Guildford: Princeton University Press, 1985.
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General Referencing Formats
1. Stoner, Richard and Walker Bleakney. 1948. “The
Attenuation of Spherical Shock Waves in Air.” Journal of
Applied Physics, vol. 19, no. 7 (July): 882–885.
Journal article reference accepted for
1. Bleakney, W., and R. Stoner. “The Attenuation of Spherical
publication
Shock Waves in Air.” Journal of Applied Physics,
(forthcoming).
Presented (and published)
1. Ofer, W., and G. Wright. “ETC Gun Technology.” Ninth
proceedings, conference, or symposium International Ballistic Symposium, pp. 993–995,
paper reference
Albuquerque, NM, 1985.
Presented (but unpublished)
1. Ofer, W., and G. Wright. “ETC Gun Technology.” 19th
proceedings, conference, or symposium Army Science Conference, Norfolk, VA, 20–23 May 1992.
paper reference
Field manual reference
1. U.S. Department of the Army. “Decontamination.” Field
Manual 3-5. Washington, DC, 1995.
Military standard or specification
1. U.S. Department of Defense. Format Requirements for
reference
Scientific and Technical Reports Prepared by or for the
Department of Defense. MIL-STD-847B, with changes 1-5,
Washington, DC, 7 November 1983.
Pamphlet reference
1. U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command. Engineering Design Handbook: Metric
Conversion Guide. DARCOM Pamphlet 706-470, Alexandria,
VA, July 1976.
Personal communication reference
1. Barrows, A., Jr. email message to author. 25 January 2017.
Unpublished material reference
1. Ofer, W. Thermocouple Table Results of Range 27 Firing.
U.S. Army Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
MD, unpublished data.
Memorandum reference
1. U.S. Army Research Laboratory. “Policy on the Use of
Metric Dimensions in Technical Reports.” Memorandum,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, 4 December 1992.
Patent reference
1. Logan, K. V. “Shaped Refractory Products and Method of
Making Same.” U.S. Patent 5,141,900, 1992.
Computer software reference
1. IBM. FORTRAN H-Extended Version 2.3. White Plains,
NY, 1989.
Thesis or dissertation reference
1. Roywithya, C. 1980. Peak Responses of Randomly Excited
Multi-Degree of Freedom Structures. Ph.D. dissertation,
University of New Mexico, 1980.
Internet site reference
1. Matthews, Mary W. “Notes on American Grammar.”
Accessed 17 March 1996.
http://www.smart.net/~wisdom/mary/grammar.html.
Journal article reference

9. Formatting
Use only one space between sentences. To change paragraph spacing, click on Home tab and then
the icon in the Paragraph section (See the following image as a guide). Set the Spacing values on
the Indents and Spacing tab to the appropriate measurements.
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The following table provides general formatting practices; common terminology, punctuation, and usage
items; and notable exceptions to be followed in JDR&E, unless otherwise directed.
Font
Font
Category
Spacing
Style
Size
Title
12
10 pt before, 3 pt after, single line spacing
Arial bold
Author name
Georgia
10
0 pt before, 0 pt after, single line spacing
Author work location, email address
Georgia
7
0 pt before, 0 pt after, single line spacing
Section header
10
10 pt before, 3 pt after, single line spacing
Arial bold
Sub-section header
10
10 pt before, 3 pt after, single line spacing
Arial
Sub-sub section header (if necessary)
10
10 pt before, 3 pt after, single line spacing
Arial
Figure, table, & equation caption
Georgia
8
0 pt before, 0 pt after, single line spacing
Georgia
Table header
10
0 pt before, 0 pt after, single line spacing
bold
Table contents
Georgia
10
0 pt before, 0 pt after, single line spacing
Paragraphs and bullet lists
Georgia
10
10 pt before, 3 pt after, single line spacing
Appendix header
12
10 pt before, 3 pt after, single line spacing
Arial bold
Use formatted numbers for lists that must follow a particular order and bullets for all other lists with
spacing as illustrated below.
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For footnotes, an author generally should incorporate footnote-type material in main body of text and
avoid displayed footnotes; when footnotes are necessary, follow the non-numbered special symbol scheme
(*, †, ‡, §, **, ††, ‡‡, and §§) to avoid confusion with numbered references.
A. Layout
Use font style, size, and spacing in previous table. All numbering and captions must be below its
corresponding figure, table, and equation. The caption must be left aligned. Number all figures, tables,
and equations consecutively with a separate number list for each type. Each should have a caption
consisting of the figure number and a brief title or description of the figure. Use this number when
referring to the figure in text. Reference the figures in the text as "Figure #." Place the figures in the text as
soon after the first reference as possible, except when including a figure as an appendix at the end of the
article.
Since JDR&E staff do not draft or redraft illustrations, authors must submit all graphs, line drawings,
photographs, etc., in a final, ready-to-publish form. This artwork should be clear, sharp, and of the best
available quality and highest resolution. The quality of the artwork in an article will only be as good as the
original supplied.
B. Acronyms
In general, define acronyms (or initialisms) on first use in each article, and then use just the acronym. Do
not include an acronym if the term only appears once in the article. An exception would be in titles. Do
not spell out an acronym in an article title. Also, do not use an apostrophe when writing a plural of an
acronym (e.g., IACs, MOEs, MOPs, IPTs). For reference, the list below points out some important
acronym reminders.
•

Use COCOM or CCDR to refer to Combatant Commander (choose one and use it exclusively
throughout the article).

•

IACs – When referring to a specific IAC, (e.g., DSIAC, CSIAC, RIAC, SURVIAC, etc.) only use
“the” before the acronym when referring to an element within that IAC (e.g., the DSIAC BCO).

•

When writing DoD, always use lowercase for the second letter.
C. Manner of address

When writing someone’s name, use rank/courtesy title with both first and last name on first use. Then,
use just the rank/courtesy title and last name. Also, use Ms. instead of Mrs. for female courtesy titles. Use
a period in rank abbreviations. Below are two examples for reference:
•

Ms. Jane Doe, then Ms. Doe

•

Capt. Ron Wilson, then Capt. Wilson
D. Numbers

Do not use “0” placeholders in numbered dates or sections (e.g., 6 May 2012, page 8). Follow the
directions given in the table below for when to use numerals and when to spell out numbers.
Option
Circumstance
Numerals
• Dates (use military style dates with no punctuation (e.g., 21 August 2018))
• Time or data measurements
• Mathematical expressions
• Whole numbers 10 or above (unless at the beginning of a sentence)
Spelled out
• Any number at the beginning of a sentence
• Whole numbers below 10
15

E. Terminology
When writing a word that has both an American as well as British spelling option, always use the
American spelling (e.g., armor instead of armour, defense instead of defence, etc.). the following list gives
a selection of words commonly questioned.
•

One compound word
o

Coilgun

o

Counterterrorism

o

Database

o

Endgame

o

Toolset

•

Data – use for both singular and plural noun

•

Email – lowercase and no hyphen

•

Fuse when referring to electrical usages; fuze when referring to explosives

•

Login (noun), log in (verb)

•

Symposia – plural of symposium

F. Punctuation
Punctuation
Usage
Ampersands
Generally use “and” instead of “&”; exceptions may include some official names (e.g.
Cyber Security & Information Systems Information Analysis Center), places where
space is tight (e.g., tables and figures and Search Term hotboxes), and acronyms
Apostrophe
Use only for possession, never for plural
Colon
Place outside quotation marks unless actually part of quote
Commas
Include a comma before the final “and” in a series
(serial)
Commas (with In general, include commas as place identifiers in whole numbers of 1,000 or greater;
numbers)
exceptions include page numbers, serial numbers, dates, and numbers with decimals
Commas (with Place inside quotation marks at end of sentence; exceptions include when discussing
quotation
actual typed text or computer code (to avoid potential confusion of what the user
marks)
should type)
Ellipses
Place a space before and after
Em dash
The longest dash; use for a break in thought and for table cells with no data
En dash
Shorter than the em dash; use to show a range of numbers, etc; do no use for “to” or
“and” when the word “from” or “between” precedes the range (e.g., 1902–1922, but
from 1902 to 1922)
et al.
Period after “al” (because it is an abbreviation); no period after “et”
Exclamation
Place inside quotation marks if applicable to just quoted material (but not the entire
marks
sentence) and outside of quotation marks if applicable to entire sentence
Hyphen
• Cross section (n.)
• Cross-section (v.)
• Cross-sectional (adj.)
• Decision-makers
• E-commerce (lowercase except if first word in sentence or first word in bullet list)
16

Punctuation

Periods
Question
Marks

Usage
Electro-chemical
High-power
-ing words (e.g., information-sharing, document-sharing, problem-solving)
Kick-off
Life cycle, but life-cycle management and lifetime (note hyphenation and spacing)
Multi- words (e.g., multi-processor, multi-core)
Nano-technology, nano-materials, nano-particles, nano-scale
Reach-back
Re-use
-up words (hyphenate as nouns (e.g., look-up, start-up, back-up, roll-up, cleanup); two words as verbs (look up, start up, back up, roll up, and clean up))
• Unit modifiers (hyphenate between numbers and units (and other modifiers)
when preceding a noun (e.g., 125-mm length and 125-mm-thick wall) but not
when preceding an adjective (125 mm and 125 mm long)
• Otherwise, only use hyphen if omitting it would create
confusion/misunderstanding
Place inside quotation marks at end of sentence; except when discussing actual typed
text or computer code (to avoid potential confusion of what the user should type)
Place inside quotation marks if applicable to only quoted material (but not the entire
sentence) and outside of quotation marks if applicable to entire sentence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

G. Abbreviations
For units of measurement, only use abbreviations when writing a mathematical expression outside of a
complete sentence. Refer to the table below for appropriate abbreviations for units of measurement. All
abbreviations are the same for singular and plural. Always spell out inch/inches to avoid confusion with
preposition “in”.
Abbreviation
Meaning
dB
Decibels
g
Grams
gal
Gallons
gr
Grains
hp
Horsepower; lowercase
Hertz; abbreviation: initial cap H; otherwise, all lowercase unless referring to the
Hz
person
J
Joules; lowercase when spelled out
k
Kilo
K
Kelvin
lbs
Pounds
mph
Miles per hour; not MPH or mi/hr
nmi
Nautical mile
nm
Nanometers
rpm
Revolutions per minute (no capitalization)
V
Volts
The following table provides additional abbreviations (unrelated to units of measurement) that frequently
pose difficulties for authors.
Abbreviation
Meaning
2-D
Two-dimensional
3-D
Three-dimensional
District of Columbia Use two-letter capped abbreviation (D.C./DC); only omit when writing address
DDG 51, DDG 1000
Note space, not hyphen between letters and numbers
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Abbreviation
FY12 or FY 2012
Money
Names of states
p. and pp.
United States
USS
vs.

Meaning
Fiscal year 2012
• No space if only using last two digits of year
• Add a space between FY and full year
When writing a dollar amount, spell out million, billion, and trillion after other
numbers (e.g., $50 million)
Spell out in a sentence; use two-letter abbreviation in an address
Page and pages, respectively (use when citing a page number or range of pages)
Use abbreviation with periods (U.S.) when used as an adjective and in agency
titles; spell out when used as a noun
Abbreviate when referring to the name of a U.S. ship
Versus; do not capitalize even in a title/heading

H. Capitalization
Example
Explanation
• Capitalize the first word and last word (regardless of length) and all other
words of four letters or more. In addition, the following chart provides some
especially challenging capitalization cases:
Do not capitalize
a
but
nor the
an
by
of
to
Titles and
up
and for
on
subtitles
if
via
as
or
at
in
per
• Capitalize both the first and second parts of hyphenated words, except X-ray
• Capitalize Nation when referring to the United States. See 2016 GPO Style
Manual, 3.20
Capitalize when referring to the actual planet; lowercase in casual usage (e.g., a
Earth, earth
down-to-earth person)
Capitalize when using as a proper adjective; do not capitalize when using as a
Federal, federal
common adjective
Fiberglas,
Lowercase when written as a generic term; initial cap when written as a trademark;
fiberglass
note spelling difference
Capitalize when useing as proper noun; do not capitalize when using as a common
Government
noun
LADAR
Laser detection and ranging; all caps
laser
No special capitalization; use as common noun
Capitalize when using as a proper noun; do not capitalize when using as a common
Nation
noun
radar
No special capitalization; use as common noun
Ship and exercise Always use all caps for names of ships and military exercises (e.g., USS INTREPID,
names
Operation DESERT STORM)
Soldier, Sailor,
Capitalize when referring to U.S. personnel
Airman, Marine
X-ray
Initial cap and hyphenate
I.
Symbol
°C, °F
>, <, ≥, and
≤
µ
%

Symbols
Meaning
No space between degree symbol and letter; space between number and degree symbol
No space between symbol and number when an adjectival (a >5-mm standoff); space
before and after symbol when verbal (if x ≤ 50)
Abbreviation for micro (one millionth)
No space between symbol and preceding number
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Symbol
±
Trademarks
×
$

Meaning
No space between symbol and following number
Initial cap and superscript (e.g., 3M™)
Use multiplication symbol (not a lowercase x) for mathematical expressions and
magnifications
No space between dollar sign and number

J. Statistics
If statistics are included within the work, a description of the statistical analysis should be included within
the methods and include the tests performed and statistical program used in a manner that would allow
others with the raw data to repeat the statistical analysis. Please save the scripts of your statistical code if
using a code based program although it is not necessary to include them with the initial submission.
Additionally, the chosen p-value and N should be described either in the methods, alongside the data in
the results and discussion, or in the figure legend or table of the associated data.
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